
To build your most powerful 
SHADOW BLADE warrior, first 
snap the hip piece onto the 
chest piece.  Then YOU DECIDE 
which weapons, armor, and 
body parts to add on! 
HINT: As you build, it may be 
easier to assemble the arms and 
legs before you snap them into 
the figure's torso.

Neo Sapiens™/Shadow Blade™
NEO SAPIENS™>> No nonsense, 
technologically-advanced people. Planet’s most 
common species. Live in techno-fiefdoms ruled 
by a single king. Advanced military; peacekeepers 
of the world. Regard fringe reports of man-sized 
insects and fiery monsters as “highly unlikely.” 
Capitol City: Atlantia.

SHADOW BLADE™>>
Solitary stealth fighters. Masters of a 
martial art called Kora Skiro, or 
“walking shadow”, which allows them to 
seemingly disappear at will. Trained at a 
secret temple in the Janu Mountains to 
harness the winds and generate attacks 
of legendary power. Known to carry the 
ancient and lethal Molecule Blade.
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Stick the Xevoz 
champion stickers 
on your figure as 
shown, matching the 
numbers and colors 
to the parts. You 
decide where to 
stick the rest!

CUSTOMIZE IT!

Average Height>>
Average Weight>>
Strength Type>>
Endurance Type>>

5'9"
170 LBS
3
3

specifications >>

Neo Sapiens™ Shadow Blade™

629778

Atlantia

weapon

    Want an even more powerful warrior?  
 Check out  XEVOZ.COM  for building tips!

Stick the XEVOZ 
CHAMPION 
STICKERS™ on your 
figure as shown, matching 
the numbers and colors to 
the parts. You decide 
where to stick the rest!

CUSTOMIZE IT!

other headother feet

TO ASSEMBLE PARTS: 
Snap the ball into the widest part 
of the socket as shown. 

Socket
Ball

TO DISASSEMBLE PARTS: 
Bend at joint and pop ball out of 
socket. (Easier than pulling straight out!)
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AGES 6+
85516/85515 asst.



To build your most powerful 
BONE-CUTTER warrior, first 
snap the hip piece onto the 
chest piece.  Then YOU DECIDE 
which weapons, armor, and 
body parts to add on! 
HINT: As you build, it may be 
easier to assemble the arms and 
legs before you snap them into 
the figure's torso.

Sectoid™/Bone-cutter™
SECTOID™>> Diverse species of intelligent, 
efficient, and deadly warriors. Society is centered 
around a vast network of interconnecting 
underground passages known as the Hive, which 
they protect at any cost. Capitol City: “Queen 
Hive” located in the Northern Madragar Waste.  
WARNING: will swarm when annoyed.

BONE-CUTTER™>>
These rank-and-file grunts are the 
heavy infantry of the great Hive army. 
Known to attack in huge, buzzing 
clouds that block out the sun. 
Segmented eyes enhance their vision 
and guard against ambush attacks. 
The clicking of their claws before 
battle is enough to make anyone’s skin 
crawl.

AGES 6+
85516/85515 asst.
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Stick the Xevoz 
champion stickers 
on your figure as 
shown, matching the 
numbers and colors 
to the parts. You 
decide where to 
stick the rest!

CUSTOMIZE IT!

Average Height>>
Average Weight>>
Strength Type>>
Endurance Type>>

7'1"
240 LBS
4
4  

specifications >>

Sectoid™ Bone-cutter™

629780

Northern Madragar waste

other hands

    Want an even more powerful warrior?  
 Check out  XEVOZ.COM  for building tips!

Stick the XEVOZ 
CHAMPION 
STICKERS™ on your 
figure as shown, matching 
the numbers and colors to 
the parts. You decide 
where to stick the rest!

CUSTOMIZE IT!

start
here

backpack and wings other heads

TO ASSEMBLE PARTS: 
Snap the ball into the widest part 
of the socket as shown. 

Socket
Ball

TO DISASSEMBLE PARTS: 
Bend at joint and pop ball out of 
socket. (Easier than pulling straight out!)
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